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This is book #3 in Devin Knight's "Marketing For Magicians Series".

This is a proven plan that you can easily use to make at least thousand dollars a
day and possibly much, much more. This involves a certain high school group
that will be begging to book your act. This book shows you a backdoor approach
that you can use to get into schools and get paid a thousand dollars. This plan
practically sells itself; you tell them about it and they will be ready to book you on
the spot! This works in both small towns and large cities. Comments about this
have been mentioned in the past on online forums, but this is the real work and a
proven method that will make you big dollars fast. If you follow this plan
systematically, you will make big money and faster than you ever thought
possible with your act.

If you wanted to, you could set this up in several different venues doing a show
each weeknight. Doing this would result in a $5000 week for you. Please note
this is not pie in the sky or pipe dreams, there are professionals working this plan
right now and bringing home five to seven thousand dollars each week. You book
the show, do a little prep work, show up on the day of the gig, and collect your
fee.

No phone rooms
No civic club sponsors
No halls to rent
No professional promoters
No ad books

Are you struggling to make ends meet? Scampering to try to get gigs and tired of
constant refusals? That is all about to change! You will find by working this plan,
these venues will be begging to book your act and will have you back yearly.

You could do this part-time or if ambitious, you could perform full time, possibly
making over $100,000 a year. A $100,000 a year is possible by booking a
hundred shows. This is easily done if you follow this plan and are willing to travel
to do gigs. You can have a route you travel and do each year. If you want to be a
full time performer making big bucks with no risk. This is the plan for you.
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Whether you have a smaller show or a big illusion show, this plan will work for
you and make you more money than you thought possible from your act.

The bottom line is this, if you follow this plan in your area you will book $1000
dollars gigs, fast and easy. Way under priced for this information. This is
something that works and is an easy sell to the buyer. This is a win-win for both
you and the venue.

The greatest thing about this plan is that the worse the economy gets, the easier
it is to sell. Updated for the current times. Everything you need to know to start
getting high paying gigs now!

Note: This plan may work to a limited degree world-wide. It is best suited for the
USA market where there is an abundant of these venues. Non USA buyers may
not have the same success that performers in the USA will have with this
program. Please take that into consideration before you purchase this plan.

Reviews:

 "Mr. Knight delivers an interesting and practical approach to earning income as a
working magician and mentalist. The material here is well-researched and
presented. It's a lean, mean read, and a very good value for the money. Well
worth a look."
- D. Ulin

"I thoroughly enjoyed Devin's last two books on marketing that covers SEO and
Facebook marketing, but this book wins the Gold Medal! He teaches how
performers can literally start booking shows right now in a market even I was
unaware of! And Devin was being conservative in the ad. $1,000 is a base pay.
You could earn a whole lot more every day as you'll read how in this book. Devin,
STOP SELLING ANY MORE COPIES OF THIS BOOK! I WANT THIS MARKET
ALL TO MYSELF!"
- Robert Marsi
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